PAIN SCORING

0. No Pain
1. Maybe there was pain
2. There should be pain (abrasions)
3. Post-op soft tissue/large wounds
4. Dental extractions
5. Multiple extractions
6. Declaw. fractures, blunt trauma
7. Head pressing attitude
8. Pancreatitis, severe fractures
9. Extensive burns, septic gut
10. Patient SCREAMING!

---

DENTAL SCORING

1+ Prophy, colored plaque on molars (bacteria), gingiva fully attached
2+ Prophy, colored plaque on incisors & molars (bacteria), red (pain) gums, gingiva < 25% detached pockets
3+ Oral Surgery, tartar, disease with 20-50% gingiva pockets
4+ Oral Surgery, tartar, disease to the bone, with > 50% gingiva pockets

Adapted from: Medical Records for Continuity of Care & Profit, VPC Signature Series Monograph

PRE-ANESTHETIC RISK LEVELS

1 - Minimal (all AOK)
2 - Slight (client deferred item)
3 - Moderate (blip on PE/Lab)
4 - High (shock, etc.)
5 - Grave (death is imminent)

Adapted from: Medical Records for Continuity of Care & Profit, VPC Signature Series Monograph

---

Body Condition Score

1. Very Thin
2. Underweight
3. Ideal
4. Overweight
5. Obese